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Background 

THERE IS A SMALL but interesting liter-
ature on the topic of undergraduates
publishing academic works and related

matters. Weber (2002) presents several
accounts from different authors about
various topics – such as undergraduates
publishing papers, student journals, and
publishing on the internet and via email.
Other individual papers on students
publishing in different subject areas have
been provided by Bliss (2002), Jalbert
(2008), and Payne and Monk-Turner (2007).
Also, there are related texts for postgradu-
ates on publishing before the thesis (Hartley
& Betts, 2009) and on publishing from the
thesis (Aitchison, Kamler & Lee, 2010;
Harman, Montagnes & McMenemy, 2008). 

In this note I address several questions
arising from reviewing 23 of my publications
with third-year psychology undergraduates
between 1967 and 2014. These joint-publica-
tions were almost entirely based on student’s
third-year dissertations that I supervised –
with the exception of Hartley (2002) and
Withey et al. (2014). (Students at Keele
spend about one semester in their third year
on their dissertations, and they complete two
– one for each of subject of their joint-
honours degree.) As such these 23 publica-
tions represent a small number of the
dissertations that I have supervised, and they
form less than 10 per cent of my academic
publications overall. 

Here I want to raise some questions
about the quality of these papers, and the
advantages and disadvantages for students
and staff in joint publication.

Questions arising 
What is the quality of these papers? In early
2014 I was able to assess the number of times
many of these papers had been cited. The
data are shown in brackets after each refer-
ence. Where reported, the citation rates go
from two to 88. This is pleasing but not
wonderful. But it is nice to know that my first
joint publication from 1967 is still being
cited!

What about the impact factors of the
journals where they are published? Most of
these journals have low or very low impact
factors for research in my field – and some
none at all. (However, as I regard impact
factors and citation rates as spurious meas-
ures, I am not too worried by this – see
Hartley, 2012.)

What about their value for the students?
Students seem to enjoy working on publica-
tions arising from their dissertation
(although I do most of the re-shaping and
re-writing). A publication looks good on
their c.v., it gives them a sense of achieve-
ment and, possibly, it increases their attach-
ment to Keele (see Hartley, 1998).

What about ethics? Note: I am cited as
first author in 20 out of the 23 papers –
except for the student authors of five of the
seven chapters in Hartley (2002). This
compares with 14 out of 16 for other more
recent undergraduate project publications
posted on one of our Department’s notice-
boards. Papers arising from PhD research, 
of course, normally have the student named
as first author. In the present case most
students chose their own topics for their
dissertations but, in other groups, topics
were sometimes provided by the tutors. 
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Advantages for academic staff 
As staff we have to keep up-to-date with the
literature in all of the fields that the students
work in. We get practice at writing short 
articles (which is a skill). We can use these
materials in lectures/tutorials to demon-
strate that students can also publish. And
today new technology facilitates the process.

Disadvantages 
We have to check the contents, the appro-
priateness/correctness of the statistics, the
citations, and we have to drastically shorten
the dissertations. It is not unusual to find
mistakes in dissertations that mysteriously
escaped our eyes as internal examiners, as
well as those of the externals. If an error is
irremediable, then we have to give up
thoughts of publication…

Conclusions
Publishing with students has both advan-
tages and disadvantages – for the students
and the staff. The process is time-consuming
but much easier today with the advent of new
technology. I believe that joint publication is
a valuable activity for both.
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Appendix: Papers published with undergraduates (1967- 2014).
Students’ names in bold.




